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What is crucial to maintain a 
Heritage Language?  A certain 
amount of input, or a certain 

diversity in input sources?
Meisel (2020): Quantity! There is a 

necessary minimum, but one 
parent may be enough. 

Gollan et al. (2015): Diversity in 
input sources gives a more robust 

HL, a more diverse vocabulary, 
easier retrieval, more relevant 

contexts, more opportunities to 
speak the language.

The role of input : 
quantity or quality?

Norwegian has prenominal and 
postnominal possessives. 

Postnominal (double definiteness)
huset mitt
house.DEF.NEUT  my.NEUT

Prenominal (similar to English)
mitt hus
my.NEUT  house.INDEF.NEUT

Possessives in 
Norwegian

(Lødrup 2012) 

Spoken register: 
25% prenominal 
75% postnominal

Written register: 
78 %prenominal, 
22% postnominal 

Can we use these different ratios 
to measure the impact of written 
input in the HL?

They distribute very
differently across written

and spoken contexts

Tracing the impact of specific types of input



Mercury is the closest 
planet to the Sun and the 
smallest one in our Solar 

System—it’s only a bit 
larger than our Moon

Neptune is the farthest 
planet in our Solar System. 
It’s also the fourth-largest 

by diameter and the 
densest

Despite being red, Mars is 
a cold place, not hot. It’s 

full of iron oxide dust, 
which gives the planet its 

reddish cast

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS 
instructed in Norwegian

LUTHERAN CHURCH SERVICES
in Norwegian

SECULAR NEWSPAPERS
in Norwegian

Written and formal oral input
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The impact of outliers

Informant Per 

v Produces prenominal possessives in 
89 percent of the instances.

vHis peers: 5 percent prenominal 
possessives on average. 

v Per volunteers the information that 
he gets almost all his Norwegian 
input from written texts, which is 
clearly  mirrored in his oral 
production. 



HELLIGET VORDE DIT NAVN,
HOLY.MADE BE.SUBJ. YOUR NAME
‘HALLOWED BE THY NAME.’

KOMME DIT RIKE.
COME.SUBJ YOUR KINGDOM
‘THY KINGDOM COME.’

I EVIGHET VÆR HOS OSS,
IN ETERNITY BE WITH US

OG VÅR SJÆL BERED,
AND OUR SOUL PREPARE

‘BE WITH US IN ETERNITY AND PREPARE OUR SOUL’

AT GUD VI SØKE, NÅDE FÅ
THAT GOD WE SEEK, MERCY RECEIVE
‘THAT WE SEEK GOD, RECEIVE MERCY’

I VÅRE SYNDER LA OSS EI FORGÅ
IN OUR SINS LET US NOT PERISH
‘DO NOT LET US PERISH IN OUR SINS’ 



Nå går vi ferbi hår je vaks opp
Now walk we past where I grew up
‘Now let’s walk past the place where I grew up.’

Der dem lagar vin
there they make wine
´There they make wine’

[E]very human being speaks a variety of 
languages. We sometimes call them 
different styles or dialects, but they are 
really different languages, and somehow, 
we know when to use them, one in one 
place and another in another place. Now 
each of these different languages involves 
a different [“grammar”].
Chomsky (2001: 187)



v Individual choices of the parent
generation accumulate over time.

v As the different input sources
vane, there is no way to balance
out the choices of the parent
generation. 

v The productive repertoires of the
parents become the single source
of input.

v Nothing can enter into the
receptive repertoire if it is not part 
of the input.

v If it is not part of the receptive
repertoire, it is not part of the
person’s (heritage) language. 


